
Invoice 
Date: XX/XX/2018 [XX MMM 2018] 

JabunAudio 

Nicholas Standing 

Website: http://jabunaudio.com/  

Email: Jabun@hotmail.co.uk 

 

Invoice to: 

Client 

(Client Contact) 

 

Details: 

Task:  Price Total 

Mastering of X track album, with track trimming. Deliver at 32-bit, 
44.1kHz, Stereo and at 16-bit, 44.1kHz, Stereo. (X files total) 

 
$XXX 

 

[Approx completion date: XX/X/2018]   

  $XXX 

 

Payment(s) to be made via PayPal to Jabun@hotmail.co.uk. Notification will be sent on receipt of 

payment(s). Payments may be made, 50% first – 50% on completion/satisfaction, or 100% up front. 

 

Contract Terms:  

This contract is between Nicholas Standing and Client. Nicholas Standing agrees to carry out the task as 

detailed on the above invoice and Client agrees to pay the invoice in full once satisfied with the task’s 

completion. A minimum of 50% of the invoice costs will be paid upfront before delivery of the task. 

 

Client remains the owner of the intellectual property rights for the music supplied, as well as the recordings 

supplied for the task. Nicholas Standing remains owner of the completed recordings until the invoice is paid in 

full, after which the ownership will switch to Client. The party with ownership of the recordings AND 

intellectual property rights reserves the right to do whatever they wish with the recordings. Parties without 

ownership may not sell or distribute the recordings without written consent from the owner. 

 

Client will ensure Nicholas Standing is given credits wherever the music is sold/streamed as well as in the 

printed album credits if a physical release. Credits will be given as follows: 

 

“Mastered by Nick Standing at JabunAudio 

  jabunaudio.com” 

 

Client grants Nicholas Standing permission to re-stream the finished works in his profession portfolio, as well 

use the supplied audio and finished works to demonstrate his services to future clients, including in parts only 

for free publicly downloadable demo reels.  

 

Nicholas Standing is not responsible for any direct or indirect consequential loss arising from the use of the 

finished product in whatever form. Refunds will not be given on payments made.  

 

Full or partial payment of this invoice constitutes both parties’ acceptance of these contract terms. 

http://jabunaudio.weebly.com/
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